ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Simulation is used to study the accuracy of queueing net work models of memory constrained computer systems. Queueing network theory grew out of the realization by Buzen (1976) and Denning and Buzen (1978) that certain queueing system equations could be derived from operational variables and did not depend on the restrictive assumptions of Markovian queueing theory. However the simple product form solutions (Reiser and Lavenberg 1980, Lazowska et al 1984) require that the models are separable. Separability requires:
-Flow balance at service centers: the number of job arrivals equals the number of completions.
-One step behavior: no two jobs change state at exactly the same time.
Homogeneous routing job routing between centers is independent of the queue sizes at the centers.
-Homogeneity of devices: job completion behavior at a center is independent of the placement of jobs at other centers.
-Homogeneous arrivals: the arrival times of jobs external to the network are independent of the placement and number of jobs in the network.
Queueing network analysis is probably unequalled for its ability to provide mean value performance measures accurate to on the order of 10 to 209?0for little effort other than model parameterization. This type of analysis has been used successfully to select, configure and tune computer systems (Lazowska et al 1984 , Lipsky and Church 1977 , Zahorjan et al 1982 . It is particularly useful for sensitivity analysis.
In earlier work, queueing network models have been shown to be robust for single class central server models (Knadler 1991) .
(1) Simultaneous resource possession. The analytical models provide good estimates of throughput and residence time with as many as 25% of all interactive jobs queueing for memory. (2) Load dependent service demand.
The mean value analysis provides excellent results for disk systems over a broad range of channel utilizations, using a simple iterative extension. Knadler (1991) is simultaneous resource possession, or passive resource contention (Jacobson and Lazowska 1982, Lavenberg 1989) . Memory constraints are an example of passive resource contention. This example is of interest because memory constraints can both reduce the system throughput and increase system response time.
The simultaneous nature of memory possession also results in nonseparable queueing networks.
In extending the models to memory 'constrained systems, the theory must be adjusted to account for the passive nature of memory contention and the associated nonseparability it introduces into the system models.
One particular approach involves the use of the concept of flow equivalent service centers (FESC), an example of hierarchical modelling techniques.
Consider the interactive system model, shown in figure 1. We conceptually divide the model into two parts: the aggregate and the complement. In order to regain separability, we' model the aggregate as a load dependent service center (see Defining the FESC below). This approach (Chandy et al 1975a , Chandy et al 1975b , Lazowska et al 1984 figure 3 , is separable. The explicit memory queue has been eliminated and its impact on performance incorporated indirectly through load (queue length) dependent service rates in the FESC. Disk data requirements are expressed as a uniformly distributed number of sectors requested per access.
A task, a terminal system request, requests memory Knader and May when it enters the system and holds it until it completes all visits to both the central processor and the disks. This mechanism matches either the allocation of virtual memory in a paged system (queueing is for virtual memory, not real memory) and the allocation of real memory in a segmented system.
Defining the FESC
The FESC model of the central server system is constructed using mean value analysis (Lazowska et al 1984 , Knadler 1991 to determine its load dependent service rates.
One starts by establishing the average multiprogramming level of the system. This is usually calculated as the ratio of total available memory to the average task memory requirement.
Ignoring terminal think times, for the moment, one builds a batch processing model of the system. This batch system has the derived multiprogramming level and job characteristics of the original system. This batch load model is used to establish system throughput limits.
The CPU and attached disks are replaced with a single FESC whose throughput is defined by
Where p(n) and X(n) are the FESC and batch throughput, respectively, for systems with a population of n and N is the multiprogramming level.
For the central server model, the equations used to calculate system parameters can be simplified as follows.
Define p( i I j) to be the percentage of time the central server has i customers when there are j customers in the entire system. Starting with n = O and iterating until n = maximum number of customers, one successively does the following set of three calculations. R(n), the average residence time with n customers in the system, is defined by
For a given population, j, the FESC throughput is
The terms p( i I j ) can be calculated as
This approach is a variation on the standard iterative calculations-associated with mean value analysis (MVA). The changes are designed to account for the loaddependent nature of FESC behavior.
The Two models are formed, figures 8 and 9. In the first the primary system, memory, is modelled as a multiserver queueing center and the secondary subsystem, processor and input/output, is modelled as a delay center. The number of servers is the number of memory partitions (multiprogramming level) and the service demand, DIMO~Y, is the same as the sum of the service demand at the cpu and at each disk. While in the second model, the central subsystem is modelled by the same FESC discussed previously, figure 3 , and the memory resource is modelled as a delay center.
The two models are solved iteratively.
On the fwst While this technique has broad applicability, it will not improve on the accuracy of the simple FESC approach discussed earlier for the cases under consideration.
As is seen in figures 5, 6, and 7; the FESCS response time is always greater than the true response time. Thus if, after iterating, a zero memory queueing delay is found for model one the accuracy will be the same. With nonzero memory queueing delay, the system response time will be greater than the simple FESC and thus less accurate. In matter of fact, the Jacobson and Lazowska technique calculated very small memory delays and the accuracy was almost equal to the simple FESC model.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
FESC models of single class central server systems have been shown to be sufficiently accurate to be used for tradeoff and sensitivity studies of memory constrained systems. However, several weakness of the analytical approach are also apparent.
-Simulation or measurement is required to obtain good estimates of the multiprogramming levels and disk service times.
-The single class models execute much faster than the simulation of the equivalent system, but analytical multiclass models often require much greater computer resources than does simulation. There is an ongoing debate between the use of simulation and queueing network models, possibly missing an important point. They can be used to supplement each other. Based on the authors' experience, the major cost of a queueing network study is parameterization. With a properly designed effort, this parameterization could be a virtually free result of a simulation effort. The analytical models could then be used both to help verify the simulation model and for the many "what-if" studies desired, but often too expensive to perform using simulation.
As discussed earlier, queueing network analysis is probably tmequalled for its ability to provide mean value performance measures accurate to on the order of 10 to 2090 for little effort other than model parameterization. This type of analysis has been used successfully to select, configure and tune computer systems (Lazowska et at 1984 , Lipsky and Church 1977 , Z8hOrJ~et al 1982 are to be answered (Balci 1990 ). The level of detail used in a simulation should be chosen to be sufficient to answer these questions and avoid unnecessary effort. Experience indicates that the simulation value to cost ratio should be expected to be low for simulations developed without a careful examination of the questions to be answered and the best techniques to be used to arrive at these answers. While the simulation value to cost ratio cart be quite high when techniques suggested by (Balci 1990 ) are used. Relatively simple simulations have provided good and sufficient insights into system performance; e.g. (Mitchell et al 1974) and (Knadler and May 1990 ). However to get statistically meaningful results, multiple simulation runs and statistical analysis of results are required (Law 1990, Law and Kclton 1991) and for complex systems these can take lots of resources.
FURTHER WORK
Due to the intractability of the exact load dependent and nordoad dependent multiclass algorithms, for even moderately sized populations and a moderate number of classes, approximate solution techniques are required.
Two techniques are available for nonload dependent service centers (Lavenberg 1989 and Lazowska et al 1984) , but no approximate solution technique has yet been developed for the load dependent service centers.
